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Application Areas of Fuzzy SystemsApplication Areas of Fuzzy Systems

- Fuzzy Control

- Fuzzy ClusteringFuzzy Clustering

- Fuzzy Classification



Fuzzy ControlFuzzy Control

Publications:  9,421
Citations:  90,485



Fuzzy ClusteringFuzzy Clustering

Publications:  2,968 
Citations:  32,977



Fuzzy ClassificationFuzzy Classification

Publications:  4,144 
Citations:  43,485



Th Cl ifi ti T kTh Cl ifi ti T kThe Classification TaskThe Classification Task

Gi d t b D {t t t } f t l d t fGiven a database D={t1, t2, … , tn} of tuples and a set of 
classes C={C1, C2, …, Cm}, the classification problem is to 
define a mapping f:D→C where each ti is assigned to onedefine a mapping f:D→C where each ti is assigned to one 
class. A class Cj contains precisely those tuples mapped to 
it, that is 

Cj = {ti | f(ti) = Cj, 1 ≤ i ≤n, and ti D}∈



Fuzzy RuleFuzzy Rule--Based ClassificationBased Classification



Fuzzy ClassificationFuzzy Classification
Informal knowledge about problem domain used for Informal knowledge about problem domain used for 
classification

Example:Example:

Adult salmon is oblong and light in color

Sea bass is stouter and darkSea bass is stouter and dark

Goal of fuzzy classification

C t  f  “ t  b hi ” f tiCreate fuzzy “category memberships” function
To convert objectively measurable parameters to “category 
memberships”

Which are then used for classification



CategoriesCategories
Does not refer to final classesDoes not refer to final classes

Refer to overlapping ranges of feature values 

Example: 

Lightness is divided into four categories

Dark, medium-dark, medium-light, light

Reflectivity
Dark Medium-dark Medium-light Light



Category membership functionsCategory membership functions
It is derived from the designer’s prior knowledge with conjunction It is derived from the designer s prior knowledge with conjunction 
rule lead to discriminants.

Here x represents objectively measureable value i.e. reflectivity 
of a fish’s skin.

Designer feels four categories for the relativity feature i.e. dark, 
medium-dark  medium-light  light  medium-dark, medium-light, light. 

The categories of the 
f  h  feature are not the 
same as the true 
categories  or classes 

Dark

for the pattern.

Light
Dark



Conjunction RuleConjunction Rule
Merging several category functions corresponding to Merging several category functions corresponding to 
different features to yield a number to make the final 
decision

Example: two category membership functions can be 
merged usingg g

µx(X). µy(Y)

Specifies category Measured value of Specifies category 
function for x

Measured value of 
feature



DiscriminantDiscriminant function based on category membership functionsfunction based on category membership functions
“Category membership” 
functions and a conjunction 
rule based on the designer’s 
prior knowledge lead to 

Discriminant
function for 
“Salmon”

discriminant functions.

It is expected that a 
particular class can be O

bl
on

g

Salmon

particular class can be 
described as the conjuction
of two “category 
memberships”

O

memberships

Here the conjuction rule gives the 
discriminant function.
Similarly construct discrriminant function for 
other categories.
For classification, maximum discriminant
function is taken.
(From R. O. Duda, P. E. Hart, and D. G. Stork, Pattern classification copyright © 2001 by John Wiley & 
Sons, Inc.)



R t ti  f f  lR t ti  f f  lRepresentation of fuzzy rulesRepresentation of fuzzy rules

Usually the fuzzy if then rules are represented in Usually the fuzzy if-then rules are represented in 
three forms.



1. Fuzzy rules with a class in the consequent1. Fuzzy rules with a class in the consequent

Rule R : If x is Ak and and x is Ak then Y is CRule Rk : If x1 is Ak
1 and … and xn is Ak

n, then Y is Cj

Where x x are selected features for classificationWhere x1,…,xn are selected features for classification 
problem,  Ak

1,…, Ak
n are linguistic labels used to 

discretize the continuous domain of the variables, Y in ,
the class Cj to which pattern belongs.



2. Fuzzy rules with a class and a 2. Fuzzy rules with a class and a certain degree certain degree in in 
the consequentthe consequentthe consequentthe consequent

Rule Rk : If x1 is Ak
1 and … and xn is Ak

n, then Y is Cj with rk

Where rk is the certainty degree of the classification in the class Cj
for a pattern belonging to the fuzzy subspace delimited by the 
antecedent.antecedent.  

This certainty degree is determined by the ratio, 

rk =Sk /Skr =S j /S

where Skj is the sum of the matching degrees for the class Cj
patterns belonging to the fuzzy region delimited by the p g g y g y
antecedent, and 

Sk is the sum of the matching degrees for all the patterns 
belonging to this fuzzy subspace, regardless its associated class.



3. Fuzzy rules with 3. Fuzzy rules with certain degree for all classes certain degree for all classes in in 
the consequentthe consequentthe consequentthe consequent

Rule Rk : If x1 is Ak
1 and … and xn is Ak

n, then Y is Cj
i h k kwith rk1, ... ,rkm

Where rkj is the soundness degree for the rule k to 
predict the class Cj for a pattern belonging to the fuzzy 
region represented by the antecedent of the rule.  

The degree of certainty is determined as in the previous 
case.



Phases of rule generationPhases of rule generation

Generation of fuzzy if-then rules from numerical 
data consists of two phases: data consists of two phases: 

fuzzy partition of a pattern space into fuzzy 
subspaces and subspaces and 
determination of a fuzzy if-then rule for each fuzzy 
subspace.subspace.



Design of the ClassifierDesign of the Classifier
Let the pattern space is the unit square [0, 1] [0, 1] for theLet the pattern space is the unit square [0, 1] [0, 1] for the 
simplicity of notation.

Suppose that m patterns xp= (xp1, xp2), p=1,2,…,m are given as p p1 p2
training patterns from M (M « m) classes: Class 1 (C1), Class 2 
(C2), …, Class M (CM).

Let each axis of the pattern space is partitioned into k fuzzy 
subsets {Ak

1 , Ak
2 ,…, Ak

k} where Ak
i is the ith fuzzy subset.

Then let us use the following fuzzy if then ruleThen, let us use the following fuzzy if‐then rule 

Rule Rk
ij : If xp1 is Ak

i and xp2 is Ak
j, then xp belongs to Ckij

with CF = CFkijwith CF   CF ij

where Rk
ij is the label of the fuzzy if‐then rule, Ak

i and Ak
j are fuzzy subsets in the 

unit interval [0, 1], Ckij is the consequent classes and CFkij is the grade of certainty 
f th f if th lof the fuzzy if‐then rule.



Generation of fuzzy ifGeneration of fuzzy if--then rulesthen rules
Step1: Calculate βCT for each class T(T=1,2,…,M) asStep1: Calculate βCT for each class T(T 1,2,…,M) as

( ) ( )∑
∈

=
CTx

p
k
jp

k
iCT

p

xx 21 .µµβ

where βCT is the sum of the compatibility of xp’s in class T to the 
fuzzy if‐then rule Rk

ij.

∈CTxp

fu y if then rule R ij.

Step 2: Find class X(CX) such that βCT = max{βC1, βC2,…, βCM}.

If two or more classes take the maximum value or all the βCT’s are zero,If two or more classes take the maximum value or all the βCT s are zero, 
the consequent Ckij of the fuzzy if‐then rule corresponding to the fuzzy 
subspace Ak

i × Ak
j can not be determined uniquely.

In this case, let Ckij = Ø.

If a single class takes the maximum value Ckij is determined as CX.  



Generation of fuzzy ifGeneration of fuzzy if--then rules then rules cntdcntd..

Step 3: If a single class takes the maximum value in step 2, CFkij isStep 3: If a single class takes the maximum value in step 2, CF ij is 
determined as           

where
−

= CXkCF
ββ

∑=
M

CTβ
βwhere 

∑
=

= M

T
CT

ijCF

1
β

∑
≠
= −

=

xT
T M1 1

β

==================================================

Let us denote the set of the generated K2 fuzzy if‐then rules by SK. 
K { k | }SK ={Rk

ij|i=1,2,…,K;j=1,2, …,K}.   

That is, SK is the rule set corresponding to the K × K fuzzy rule 
tabletable.       



Classification of a new patternClassification of a new pattern
When a rule set S is given, a new pattern x = (x 1, x 2) is When a rule set S is given, a new pattern xp  (xp1, xp2) is 
classified by the following procedure based on the fuzzy if-then 
rules in S.

Step 1: Calculate αCT for each class T (T = 1,2,…,M) as 

( ) ( ){ }SCTCFCFxx k
ij

k
ijppCT ∈== k

ij2
k
j1

k
i R and |..max µµα

Step 2: Find class X(CX) such that 

{ }jjpp jj

{ }CMCCCX αααα ,...,,max 21=

If two or more classes take the maximum value or all the αCT’s CT
are zero, then pattern xp is considered unclassifiable,

otherwise assign xp to class X(CX).



Sample DatasetSample Dataset
1

Dataset
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Let triangular fuzzy membership function is used.
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Let the linguistic variable 
considered are small (S), 
medium(M) and large (L)

a b c

Small 0 0 0 5medium(M) and large (L)

Table shows the parameters 
for each linguistic variable.

Small 0 0 0.5
Medium 0 0.5 1
Large 0 5 1 1g Large 0.5 1 1

1.0

va
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em
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0.0 0.5 1.0
Input value

0.0



List of all possible rulesList of all possible rules
R1: If x1 is small and x2 is smallR1: If x1 is small and x2 is small

R2: If x1 is small and x2 is medium

R3: If x1 is small and x2 is largeR3: If x1 is small and x2 is large

R4: If x1 is medium and x2 is small

R5  If 1 i  di  d 2 i  diR5: If x1 is medium and x2 is medium

R6: If x1 is medium and x2 is large

R7: If x1 is large and x2 is small

R8: If x1 is large and x2 is medium

R9: If x1 is large and x2 is large

Then let us find out which rule belongs to which class
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a         x,0Calculate for Rule 1: Calculate for Rule 1: 
If x1 is small and x2 is smallIf x1 is small and x2 is small ( )
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If x1 is small and x2 is smallIf x1 is small and x2 is small

Calculate for the class1 patterns ⎩ ≤ xc        0,Calculate for the class1 patterns

μsmall(x1)*μsmall(x2) a b c

Small 0 0 0.5

P1: (0.5-0.06)/(0.5-0.0) * 0=0

Medium 0 0.5 1

Large 0.5 1 1

P2: 0* 0=0

P3: (0.5-0.34)/0.5 * 0=0

# x1 x2 class
P1 0.06 0.99 1
P2 0.59 0.76 1
P3 0 34 0 88 1P3: (0.5 0.34)/0.5  0 0

The sum of compatibility in class1 to rule1, 

P3 0.34 0.88 1
P4 0.17 0.02 2
P5 0.63 0.69 2
P6 0.01 0.27 2

βC1 = 0 + 0+ 0 =0 P7 0.46 0.05 3
P8 0.93 0.77 3
p9 0.86 0.97 3



Calculate for Rule 1: Calculate for Rule 1: cntdcntd..

If x1 is small and x2 is smallIf x1 is small and x2 is small
( ) ⎪
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a         x,0

Calculate for the class2 patterns

( 1)* ( 2)
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μsmall(x1)*μsmall(x2)

P4: (0.5-0.17)/0.5 * (0.5-0.02)/0.5 

⎩ ≤ xc        0,

a b c

Small 0 0 0.5

=0.66 * 0.96=0.63

P5: 0 * 0=0 

Medium 0 0.5 1

Large 0.5 1 1

p6: (0.5-0.01)/0.5 * (0.5-0.27)/0.5

=0 98 * 0 46=0 45

# x1 x2 class
P1 0.06 0.99 1
P2 0.59 0.76 1
P3 0 34 0 88 1=0.98 * 0.46=0.45

The sum of compatibility in class2 to rule1,

P3 0.34 0.88 1
P4 0.17 0.02 2
P5 0.63 0.69 2
P6 0.01 0.27 2The sum of compatibility in class2 to rule1,

βC2 = 0.63 +0+0.45=1.08
P7 0.46 0.05 3
P8 0.93 0.77 3
p9 0.86 0.97 3



Calculate for Rule 1: Calculate for Rule 1: cntdcntd..

If x1 is small and x2 is smallIf x1 is small and x2 is small
( ) ⎪
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a         x,0

Calculate for the class3 patterns

μsmall(x1)*μsmall(x2)
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μsmall( ) μsmall( )
P7: (0.5-0.46)/0.5 * (0.5-0.05)/0.5 

= 0.08 * 0.90 = 0.07

⎩ ≤ xc        0,

a b c

Small 0 0 0.5 0.08  0.90  0.07
P8: 0*0=0
P9: 0*0=0 

Medium 0 0.5 1

Large 0.5 1 1

P9: 0 0 0 
The sum of compatibility in class3 to rule1, βC3 = 0.07

Then, the maximum compatible class =

# x1 x2 class
P1 0.06 0.99 1
P2 0.59 0.76 1
P3 0 34 0 88 1, p

max{βC1, βC2, βC3}=max{0, 1.08, 0.07}= βC2

R1: If x1 is small and x2 is small then class2

P3 0.34 0.88 1
P4 0.17 0.02 2
P5 0.63 0.69 2
P6 0.01 0.27 2R1: If x1 is small and x2 is small then class2

Though R1 is assigned C2,  R1 may not classify all patterns of 
C2. Again R1 may misclassify patterns of other class as C2. 

P7 0.46 0.05 3
P8 0.93 0.77 3
p9 0.86 0.97 3



Fuzzy RuleFuzzy Rule--Based Classifier DesignBased Classifier Design



Fuzzy RuleFuzzy Rule--Based Classifier Design Based Classifier Design cntdcntd..



Fuzzy partition by a simple fuzzy grid Fuzzy partition by a simple fuzzy grid cntdcntd..

The performance of a fuzzy classification system based The performance of a fuzzy classification system based 
on fuzzy if-then rules depends on the choice of a fuzzy 
partition. p

If a fuzzy partition is too coarse, the performance may 
be low. 

If a fuzzy partition is too fine, many fuzzy if-then rules
cannot be generated because of the lack of training cannot be generated because of the lack of training 
patterns in the corresponding fuzzy subspaces.

Therefore the choice of a fuzzy partition is very Therefore the choice of a fuzzy partition is very 
important.



Basic form does not always have high accuracyBasic form does not always have high accuracy



Difficulties in grid based partitioningDifficulties in grid based partitioning
Consider a two-class classification Consider a two class classification 
problem.

For this classification problem, a fine p
fuzzy partition is required for the left 
half of the pattern space but a coarse 
fuzzy partition is appropriate for the fuzzy partition is appropriate for the 
right half. 

Therefore the choice of an 
appropriate fuzzy partition based on 
a simple fuzzy grid is difficult for 
such a classification problemsuch a classification problem.



An approach to overcome difficulties in grid based An approach to overcome difficulties in grid based 
partitioningpartitioningpartitioningpartitioning

To cope with this difficulty, the concept of distributed
f  if h  l  i  d  h  ll f  if h  l  fuzzy if-then rules is used, where all fuzzy if-then rules 
corresponding to several fuzzy partitions were 
simultaneously employed in fuzzy inference  simultaneously employed in fuzzy inference. 

That is, multiple fuzzy rule tables were simultaneously 
employed in a single fuzzy classification systememployed in a single fuzzy classification system.



Fuzzy classification system based on multiple fuzzy rule tablesFuzzy classification system based on multiple fuzzy rule tables

Total fuzzy if-then rules in the y
five fuzzy rule tables 

= 22 + 32 + 42 + 52 + 62 =90



Multiple fuzzy rule tables Multiple fuzzy rule tables cntdcntd..

The fuzzy if-then rules corresponding to coarse fuzzy The fuzzy if-then rules corresponding to coarse fuzzy 
partitions as well as fine fuzzy partitions are 
simultaneously employed in a single fuzzy y p y g y
classification system, this approach remedies the 
difficulty in choosing an appropriate fuzzy partition. 

The main drawback of this approach is that the number 
of fuzzy if-then rules becomes enormous especially for 
classification problems with high-dimensional pattern 
spaces.



Need of reduction of number of rules Need of reduction of number of rules 
Unnecessary/redundant/less significant  fuzzy if-then Unnecessary/redundant/less significant  fuzzy if-then 
rules should be removed and relevant fuzzy if-then 
rules should be  selected , to have better performance , p
with few selected rule set.

A compact fuzzy classification system based on a small p y y
number of fuzzy if-then rules has the following 
advantages:

1. It does not require a lot of storage.

2. The inference speed for new patterns is high.

3. Each fuzzy if-then rule can be carefully examined by user.



Model reduction Model reduction 
Similarity-driven rule-base simplification BA

BAS
∩

=)(Similarity-driven rule-base simplification

If S(A,B) =1, the two membership functions are equal.

If S(A B) 0  th  t  b hi  f ti   l i

BA
BAS

∪
=),(

If S(A,B) =0, the two membership functions are non-overlapping.

Fuzzy sets are merged when their similarity exceeds a user defined 
threshold

If all the fuzzy sets for a feature are similar to the universal set U, then this 
feature is eliminated



Fuzzy subFuzzy sub--spacespace

Partition
Feature
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Growth subGrowth sub--space with 10 featuresspace with 10 features
Fuzzy rules with 10 features
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Feature selectionFeature selection

Importance of feature selection

Ex. With 5 partitions and 10 features, rule size = 97,65,625

With 5 partitions and  9 features, rule size = 19,53,125

Reduction of a single feature here, reduces rule size by = 78,12,500g , y , ,



Need of Multiobjective OptimizationNeed of Multiobjective Optimization
Considering the complexity of the scenario, we expect a model with Considering the complexity of the scenario, we expect a model with 
minimum number of rules with maximum classification accuracy.

Further for comprehensibility, it is expected that the rule length (i.e. p y p
the number of antecedent conditions) should be minimum.

This leads to multiple objectives optimization problem.

Problem definition: 

Maximize NCP(S1) and Minimize |S1| and Minimize |antecedent(S1)|

subject to selected set of  rules , S1 belongs to set of  total rules, S

where NCP( S1) is the number of correctly classified patterns by S1y p y
and |S1| is the cardinality of  S1 (i.e., the number of  fuzzy if-then rules 
in S1) and |antecedent(S1)| is the number of  antecedent conditions in 
S1S1.



Use of Evolutionary AlgorithmsUse of Evolutionary Algorithms
Evolutionary algorithms is used to perform discrete optimization Evolutionary algorithms is used to perform discrete optimization 
such as input selection, rule generation, rule selection and fuzzy 
partition.

Learning tasks can be viewed as the following optimization 
problem:

1. Maximize Accuracy(S): where S is a fuzzy system, and 
Accuracy(S) is an accuracy measure (e.g., classification rate). 
or

2. Optimize f(S) = f(Accuracy(S), Interpretability(S)), or

3. Maximize Accuracy(S) and minimize Complexity1(S) and 
Complexity2(S).

• Rule evaluation criteria : gain  variance  chi-squared value  • Rule evaluation criteria : gain, variance, chi-squared value, 
entropy gain, gini, laplace, lift, and conviction.



NonNon--dominated fuzzy systems along the accuracydominated fuzzy systems along the accuracy--
complexity tradeoff curvecomplexity tradeoff curvecomplexity tradeoff curvecomplexity tradeoff curve



A different approach to use fuzzy systems for classificationA different approach to use fuzzy systems for classification

Ex  Fuzzy Swarm Net ClassifierEx. Fuzzy Swarm Net Classifier



Description of the features of the databases Description of the features of the databases 
employed employed employed employed 



Results obtained with the FSN model for classification Results obtained with the FSN model for classification 



Standard Deviation of 50 simulations Standard Deviation of 50 simulations 



Error curve for training WBC databaseError curve for training WBC database



Error curve for training BUPA databaseError curve for training BUPA database



Error curve for training PIMA databaseError curve for training PIMA database
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